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which want to obtain good temperature per formance are
complex and require a large area [12]- [14].
temperature coefficient reference is presented. The circuit is
There is a design o f current controlled oscillator ( CCO)
firstly employed to generate a current reference with
in the following. To achieve the goal o f compensating the
temperature compensation, then, supply current to the
frequency o f CCO, an independent o f temperature current
current controlled ring oscillator (CCO). Because of the
re
ference is needed. When the proper current re ference is
oscillation frequency of CCO is proportional to temperature,
brought
in to the current-controlled oscillator, the
the current is designed to be inversely proportional to
frequency o f CCO is compensated as following.
temperature to compensate the temperature variation of CCO.
In this paper, the proposed circuit introduces a low-TC
There
are
four
different
oscillation
frequency
with
CMOS current re ference utilizing MOS transistors operating
temperature compensation has been completed, they are
lOMHz, 20MHz, 30MHz and 40MHz respectively. The
in the weak inversion region and the current-controlled
proposed circuit has been design by a O.18um CMOS
oscillator is compensated by the proper re ference. The rest
technology process and using computer simulation to evaluate
o f this paper is organized as follows. Analysis for the
the thermal drift of the reference current. The temperature
proposed CMOS re ference and current-controlled oscillator
coefficient of the proposed CCO is 24 ppmtC in the
are both described in section II. Section III presents
temperature range between -25 and 75°C at lOMHz. In the
simulation results o f several voltage and current re ferences
20MHz, 30MHz and 40MHz oscillation frequency, the
and oscillator to assess the per formance. Finally, conclu
temperature coefficients are 32 ppml"C, 38 ppml"C and 34
sions are given in Section IV.

Abstract-This paper describes a circuit, which generates a
low temperature-dependent bias currents. In this paper, low

ppm/DC respectively.
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I.

current

reference,

INTRODUCTION

Current and voltage re ferences are indispensable circuit
in analog, digital and power electronic systems. These
should be designed stable as possible, the current and
voltage re ferences with high temperature immunity for
proper operation. They are usually used to determine
biasing points o f sensitive analog circuits, for example
amplifiers, oscillators, phase-locked loops (PLLs). Many
high precision, temperature-independent re ference circuits
have been designed in the document over the last decades
[1]- [3], many approaches have been made in order to
design reliable current and voltage re ferences in CMOS
technology process.
Many CMOS current and voltage re ferences consists
o f bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), which have been
adapted to CMOS exploiting the parasitic lateral bipolar
junction transistors in CMOS processes [4]- [5]. In addition,
all-MOS voltage re ferences have been proposed which use
the thermal properties o f MOS transistors worked in weak
inversion region [6]or, recently the threshold voltage
compensate the mobility temperature drift [7]- [11].
However, current re ferences having MOS transistors
operating in this region tend to have fairly large
temperature coefficients. In these solutions, the circuits
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II.
A.

CIRCUIT STRUCTURE

MOSFETs in Weak Inversion Region

A model o f the proposed CMOS re ference can be used
to describe the working o f an n-channel MOS transistor in
the weak inversion region [15]. Under the characteristic o f
an n-channel MOS transistor operating in the weak
inversion region is similar to that o f a BJT transistor and can
be described as

ID - IDO Se

q(VGS -VTH )/ nkT

( 1)

where IDO is the generation current, S is the geometrical
shape factor o f the transistor, q is the electron charge, n is a
slope factor, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute
temperature, Vas is the gate-source voltage, and T'th is the
threshold voltage o f the transistor. From Eq. ( 1), the gate
source voltage o f the MOSFET for a given drain current can
be described as
Vas

=

ID

n Vr l n--+ VrH

I
S D

( 2)

where Vr is the thermal voltage which is equal to kT/q. In
this equation, the threshold voltage o f the MOSFET can be
described as [15]
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where ND,poly is the doping concentration o f donor atoms in
the n+ poly gate and NA is the doping concentration o f
acceptor atoms in the substrate, ni is intrinsic carriers, Ssi is
the relative dielectric constant o f Silicon, Q'ss is the sur face
state charge, and C 'ox is the oxide capacitance per area.
Substituting Eq. ( 3) into Eq. ( 2) and taking the derivative o f
VGswith respect to T, the temperature coefficient o f VGScan
be written as
avGS

"'"

aT

=

D
n!ln�-!ln N ,poly
S1DO

q

NA

q

__

( 4)
Fig. 1 Temperature compensation current re ference
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which indicates that the temperature coe fficient o f VGS is a
negative quantity.
B.

Il J
.:
I� �1\112

Low Temperature dependent Current Reference

This section presents a temperature-compensated current
re ference, which is use an n-channel MOS transistor to
operate in the weak inversion region. In Fig. 1, the circuit
consists o f a start-up circuit which is a PTAT current
generator, a bandgap re ference, and a low-TC current
replication circuit. The PTAT current generator generates a
current proportional to absolute temperature, the value is
given by [16]

frequency o f current controlled ring oscillator is positive
with temperature variation.
Fig. 2 shows the structure o f the current re ference which
is used to provide four di f ferent currents for current
controlled ring oscillator. Switching by four MOS ( M 12,
MSW1,2,3), the oscillation frequency 10 MHz, 20 MHz, 30
MHz and 40 MHz are obtained. The 10 MHz o f oscillation
frequency is achieved by adjusting the size ratio o f M12.
The 20 MHz o f oscillation frequency is achieved by the
current through the sum o f M12 and MSW1. The 30 MHz o f
oscillation frequency is achieved by the current through the
sum o f M12, MSWI and MSW2. The 40 MHz o f oscillation
frequency is achieved by the current through the sum o f
M12, MSWh MSW2and MSW3.Where Mdml� �4are dummy
circuit to match the load in the current controlled oscillator.

( 5)
where
as

Kis

the size ratio o f Moto MI. The Vrefcan be written
( 6)

The gate-source voltage o f M9 and the voltage drop across
RIcan be reduced by an n-channel MOS transistor work in
the weak inversion region. The voltage drop across RIcan
be increased by a positive current. There fore, the temper
ature compensation o f Vrefis finished and the lzrc can be
written as
Izrc

=

VREF
�

( 7)

The current mirror comprising Mll and M12copies lzrc to
the output. The output re ference current (IREF) o f the
proposed current re ference can be written as
1REF

Rz

=

l

/
1ZTC (W L)12
(W / L)l1

= __

+ R3

(V

GS,M9

+1PTA
T

R3

Fig. 2
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C.

CURRENT CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR

Current
Source

( 8)

By adjust the size ratio o f M12. The di f ferent currents with
low temperature coe fficient are obtained. This current
re ference is designed to against temperature variation and
inversely proportional to temperature, because o f the

Temperature compensation current re ference with
current mirror

Fig. 3

Structure o f CMOS ring oscillator with current
starved inverter stages
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Fig. 3 shows the structure o f the ring oscillator, which is
composed o f an odd numbers o f inverter stage with a bias
current source. The rise and fall delays in the oscillator is
determined by the inverter bias current source I soure, the
inverter trip voltage and the load capacitance C load, and can
be written as [17]
tpD

rise

_

C10ad

•

1.67u

3:

1.66u
1.65u
l.64u

V;rp

Isource

1.68u ,-------,

0.0

-25.0

( 9)

Fig. 4
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The simulated current versus temperature

JO.15meg ,------,

The oscillation frequency o f the ring oscillator, comp
osed o f N current-starved inverter stages, can be represent
ed as

JO.lmeg
...,

�

II·ith temperature compensatuon
I\"ithout temperature compensatuon

JO.05meg

�

( 10)
Isource

The above equation indicates oscillation frequency o f the
current controlled oscillator is linearly dependent on the
bias current. There fore, i f I source is stable with temperature
drift, it can reduce the variation o f oscillation frequency
obviously.
III.

SIMULA nON RESULTS
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The oscillation frequency with temperature
compensation vs. without temperature
compensation

The temperature-compensated current re ference had
been designed which have been presented in the previous
10.05meg ,------,
Sections. The current re ferences have been designed and
simulated by HSPICE with re ference to the models o f the
devices available in a 0. 1 8 um CMOS technology.
The re ference current versus temperature o f low
temperature dependent current re ference and inversely
proportional to temperature is shown in Fig. 4. It can be
observed that the re ference current, which has a nominal
9.95meg �===::::;====::::====:;====�
:;:
I
value o f 1.65 uA at 25°C .
50.0
-25.0
0.0
25.0
75.0
In order to compensate the temperature drift o f an
Temperature
oscillator itsel f, the temperature slope o f proposed
temperature independent current re ference is adjusted. Fig. 6
The simulated CCO versus temperature at 10 MHz
Fig. 5 shows the oscillation frequency o f oscillator is
proportional
to
temperature
without
temperature
IV. CONCLUSION
compensation. There fore the proposed current source is
In this paper, the temperature-compensated current
adjusted to complementary to temperature. Thus four
source have been presented and analyzed. The low
re ference currents are used to current controlled oscillator,
temperature dependent circuit, in particular, achieves
which can achieve 10 MHz, 20 MHz, 30 MHz and 40 MHz
complementary to temperature in the temperature range
oscillation frequency. The temperature drift o f the proposed
between -25°C and 75 °C. The current controlled ring
CCO is 0.024 MHz in the temperature range between -25
oscillator using these currents can oscillate to 10 MHz,
and 75°C at 10 MHzin Fig. 6. In the 20 MHz, 30 MHzand
20 MHz, 30 MHz and 40 MHz oscillation frequency, and the
40 MHz oscillation frequency, the temperature drift are
temperature coe fficient the temperature coe fficient are 24
0.064 MHz, 0.11 MHz and 0.13 MHz respectively.
ppmtC, 32 ppmtC, 38 ppmtC and 34 ppmtC respectively.
There fore, in the 10 MHz, 20 MHz, 30 MHz and 40 MHz
Both the current source and the current controlled ring
oscillation frequency, the temperature coe fficient are 24
oscillator have been designed by a 0.18 um CMOS
ppmtC, 32 ppmtC, 38 ppmtC and 34 ppmtC respectively.
technology process and their per formances have been
verified through computer simulations.
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TABLE I
RING OSCILLATORS SPECIFICA nON COMPARISON WITH REFERENCE
Technology

Supply
Voltage

Target
Frequency

Temperature
coefficient

10 MHz

24 ppmtc

33 uW

20 MHz

32 ppmtC

45uW

This work
@20Meg

0.18

@30Meg

urn

1. 8 V

30 MHz

38ppmtC

56 uW

40 MHz

34 ppmtC

67 uW

4V

680 KHz

106 ppmtC

OAmW

1. 8 V

625 MHz

683 ppmtC

0.59mw

@40Meg
R.

[1 9]

G. De
K. R.

0.6

[18]

Y.-S.

0.18

[20]

[21]

urn
urn

0.35

urn

IV

80 KHz

824 ppmtC

1.14 uW

0.13

urn

3.3 V

1.25GHz

340 ppmtC

llmW
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